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Abstract.Laser sheet microscopy is a widely used imaging technique for imaging the three-dimensional dis-
tribution of a fluorescence signal in fixed tissue or smal organisms. In laser sheet microscopy, the stripe artifacts
caused by high absorption or high scatering structures are very common, greatly afecting image quality. To
solve this problem, we report here a two-step procedure which consists of continuously acquiring laser sheet
images while verticaly displacing the sample, and then using the variational stationary noise remover (VSNR)
method to further reduce the remaining stripes. Images from a cleared murine colon acquired with a vertical scan
are compared with common stitching procedures demonstrating that verticaly scanned light sheet microscopy
greatly improves the performance of curent light sheet microscopy approaches without the need for complex
changes to the imaging setup and alows imaging of elongated samples, extending the field of view in the vertical
direction.©2014 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE)[DOI:10.1117/1.JBO.19.10.106001]
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1 Introduction
Light sheet microscopy techniques such as selective plane
ilumination microscopy (SPIM)1,2and ultramicroscopy3are
high-resolution volumetric fluorescence microscopic techniques
which use a sheet of light to obtain opticaly sectioned images
of biomedical samples and smal specimens, with low phototox-
icity and high image acquisition speeds.4,5
Single-sided SPIM is a simple light sheet microscopy
approach which uses light sheet ilumination from one side
of the sample where the observation is orthogonal to the ilumi-
nation plane.6–8Although single-sided SPIM is easy to build,
the one-direction ilumination scheme is sensitive to absorption,
refraction, and scatering. Figure1(a)shows an example of
a single-sided SPIM where the sample is iluminated with
a sheet of light colimated in they-direction. The camera is
focused through a microscope objective onto the plane gener-
ated by the light sheet with a given field of view (FOV). As
shown in Figs.1(a)and1(b), absorption and scatering of the
light sheet due to impurities or high absorbing/scatering regions
in the sample result in stripes in the data due to alterations of
the intensity and direction of the excitation source.6Moreover,
inhomogeneous intensity distribution of the light source also
causes stripes.
To overcome the stripe artifacts, several“stripe-eliminating”
algorithms have been suggested. Münch et al. have proposed
a filter based on combined wavelet and Fourier analysis,
successfuly reducing stripe artifacts in focused ion beam
nanotomography.9Leischner et al., on the other hand, used non-
linear horizontal smoothing to reduce the horizontal stripes in
ultramicroscopy images.10Fehrenbach et al. have developed
an algorithm to remove stationary noise termed a variational sta-
tionary noise remover (VSNR), considering stripe artifacts as a
stationary stochastic process and estimating their distribution.11
Even though the above-mentioned methods reduce stripe arti-
facts, there is stil room for improvement. (An example of
VSNR is shown in Fig.7). Besides these algorithms, many hard-
ware modifications on the SPIM systems have been presented to
reduce artifacts, such as multiview SPIM (mSPIM) and the
use of galvo-mirors that pivot the light sheet.12In addition,
Fahrbach et al. have developed a holographicaly shaped,
scanned Bessel beam to reduce scatering artifacts and increase
image quality in light sheet microscopy.13Moreover, structured
ilumination and HiLo background rejection methods have
also been developed.14Although mSPIM, beam shaping, and
structured ilumination greatly diminish the stripe artifacts, they
increase the alignment requirements of the system and require
additional hardware. Additionaly, whenever several views are
acquired there is an added complexity of the use markers to
register the diferent views in order to accurately determine
the axis of rotation.15Therefore, novel approaches are required
in order to benefit from the single-sided SPIM simplicity with-
out giving up the quality of the images obtained.
In this paper, a vertical-scanning method is introduced to
reduce the above-mentioned stripes in light sheet microscopy
making use of the basic components of an SPIM system. We
classified the stripes into two groups: motionless stripes and
moving stripes. We assume that the motionless stripes are
caused by the inhomogeneous ilumination and impurities that
might be present outside the sample, and as shown in Fig.1(c),
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they do not move synchronously when displacing the sample
verticaly. In contrast, the moving stripes are caused by the
high absorbing/scatering structures inside the sample and
move together with the sample. Both types of stripes wil sig-
nificantly degrade the light sheet microscopy image as shown
in Fig.1(b). With the approach we present here, we utilize
two steps to remove these stripes. In the first step, we verticaly
scan the sample during the imaging acquisition process and
then merge the overlapping images into one single image.
Since the motionless stripes do not move synchronously
with the sample, this step efectively reduces motionless
stripes and improves image quality. The second step uses
the VSNR method to further reduce the remaining moving
stripes. The experimental results show that the combination
of the two procedures results in a significant image quality
improvement.
This paper is organized as folows. Section2presents how
the sample is prepared for imaging, while Sec.3gives details of
the experimental setup and acquisition procedure. Section4
introduces our method in detail, presenting two comparative
experiments on a mouse colon with conventional stitching-
SPIM and the VSNR method, respectively. Results, conclu-
sions, and future work are shown in Secs.5and6.
2 Sample Preparation
Al procedures described here were approved by the Veterinary
Department of the Heraklion Prefecture (Heraklion, Crete,
Greece). Mice were housed at the animal facility in the
School of Medicine, University of Crete. Animals were kept
in standard housing conditions providing water and foodad libi-
tum. Prior to colection of tissue samples, animals were deeply
anesthetized and euthanized. Colon tissue was asepticaly
removed, washed, and flushed with phosphate bufer solution
(PBS) and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for at least
24 h at 4°C. After fixation, samples were washed twice with
PBS, incubated with 1% weight/vol Triton X-100 for 30 min
and washed again with PBS prior to staining. Single staining
with propidium iodide (30μg∕ml in PBS; Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, Missouri) was performed at room temperature for
30 min in the dark folowed by three washes with PBS of
10 min each.
Once the staining procedure was completed, samples were
mounted in 1.3% low-melting agarose (SeaPlaque, Lonza
Rockland Inc., Rockland, Maine). Mounted samples were
then dehydrated by successive washes through a graded series
of methanol (25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%;1h∕wash) and left in
Fig. 1The scheme of the proposed verticaly scanned selective plane ilumination microscopy (SPIM).
(a) The typical stripe artifacts in conventional single-sided SPIM. (b) Field of view (FOV) in the conven-
tional SPIM. (c) Step 1 of verticaly scanned SPIM. (d) FOV after step 1 of verticaly scanned SPIM.
(e) Step 2 of verticaly scanned SPIM. (f) FOV after step 2 of verticaly scanned SPIM.
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100% methanol overnight. Mounted samples were then trans-
fered to benzyl alcohol and benzyl benzoate (BABB in a
1∶2ratio; Sigma-Aldrich) for at least 24 h. Measurements
were performed with the samples submerged in a glass cuvete
filed with BABB.
3 Laser Sheet Microscopy Setup and
Data Acquisition
Once we had the tissue sections cleared, stained, and mounted in
agarose, we immersed them in a vessel of matching liquid,
BABB in this case. Movement of the sample took place by
ataching the end of the agarose block to a group of stages
which provide rotation and translation movement in thex-,
y-, andz-directions. A light sheet was generated by a 473 nm
laser (Roithner LaserTechnique, Vienna, Austria) focused
through a cylindrical lens of focal lengthf¼10 mmand a
10×infinity corected objective (Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan).
A5×infinity corected objective (Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan)
with a 525-nm bandpass fluorescence filter with 17.5-nm
width, a tube lens and a thermoelectric cooled intensified CCD
camera (iXon DV885 ANDOR Technology, Belfast, Northern
Ireland,1004×1002 pixels,8×8μm pixelsize, using2×2
binning) were used for detection. Further details of the SPIM
setup used in this work can be found in Ref.16.
As mentioned previously, the verticaly scanned light sheet
microscope was used to image a cleared mouse colon stained
with propidium iodide mounted in a block of agarose. For
the sample shown, we acquired 2902 patches for the verticaly
scanned SPIM (99% overlap) and 30 patches for the conven-
tional stitched-SPIM method (5% overlap). With regards to
motor displacement, note that for higher magnifications the
accuracy of the motor might play a role on the resolution of
the images. In al data presented here, the efect of the step res-
olution of our motors (∼1μm) was negligible for the magnifi-
cation used (5×, with the pixel size of∼8μm) and we found
it started to play a role only when using a50×objective and
higher.
4 Stripe Removal Method
To remove the stripe artifact present in SPIM, we propose a
method which consists of two steps: (1) acquiring verticaly
scanned images and fusing them together and (2) using the
VSNR method to reduce the remaining stripes in the complete
image. The scheme of our method is shown in Figs.1(c)–1(f).
Step 1 is schematicaly represented in Figs.1(c)and1(d), where
we show that by acquiring several vertical displacements with
strong overlap while recording the movement of the transla-
tion stage with high accuracy, we can efectively suppress the
motionless stripes caused by both the impurities outside
the sample and the inhomogeneous intensity distribution of
the light source. However, as shown in Fig.1(d), there might
stil be moving stripes retained in the image after step 1. These
moving stripes are caused by the highly absorbing and/or scat-
tering areas inside the sample and, therefore, move synchro-
nously with the sample. In order to remove the remaining
stripes, we use VSNR as step 2 to further reduce these remaining
stripes [see Figs.1(e)and1(f)]. The results show that the com-
bination of the two steps can efectively reduce the stripes and
improve the image quality. In the folowing paragraphs, we wil
introduce the implementation of the two steps in detail.
4.1 Vertical Scanning of the Sample
Figure2shows a simplification of step 1. Using the detection
setup shown in Sec.3, each view covered a3.8×3.8 mmregion
in the FOV; from now on we shal term this FOV a“patch,”since
it does not cover the whole sample in the focal plane. By fusing a
colection of patches, we may recover the ful image either
through stitching (images acquired with slightly overlapping
FOVs, 5% to 20% typicaly),17or by fusing verticaly scanned
patches (images acquired with almost 99% overlap). The exper-
imental procedure consisted of translating the sample to an ini-
tial position where the top of the sample was visible. Then,
by applying a constant speed to the vertical translation while
continuously acquiring images, we colected a stack of patches.
Fig. 2Step 1 of verticaly scanned light sheet microscopy. (a) The detection unit is focused on a part of
the sample in the focal plane. A single image is caled a patch. (b) Al overlapped patches are fused
together taking into account the speed of the vertical translation stage to form an image of the complete
sample in the focal plane. (c) The weighting mask of a patch for interpolation.
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In the case shown here, the vertical speed was about0.3 mm∕s,
roughly a30μmdisplacement between images, showing a 99%
degree in overlap between images. Specificaly for the case
presented here, additional measurements forx(lateral) positions
(3 in total, with 20% overlap) were needed in order to cover
the complete span of the sample [see Fig.2(b)]. The video
recording of patch images from 200th to 475th are shown in
Video1. Figure3shows several frames in Video1, where
we show the same region in diferent patch images. It can be
seen that there is a severe motionless stripe whose movement
is not synchronized with the sample. This stripe is caused by
a high absorbing impurity outside the sample, possibly present
in the cuvete.
After data acquisition, al the patches were fused together
with our reconstruction method to form a stitched view. Our
reconstruction method includes two substeps: (1) before the
interpolation, the total size of the stitched view was calculated
according to the recordedxandypositions of the patches and
(2) al of the patches were included in the stitched view and
the overlapping regions were substituted by weighted averages
of al those patches which covered that specific region. As
shown in Fig.2(c), a flat-topped pyramid was chosen as the
weighting mask of each patch to smooth the junctions of difer-
ent patches. The maximum of the weighting mask was set to 1,
while the weights descended from 1 to 0 at the boundary of
the mask (30 pixels). By using such a mask, the boundary of
each patch has a smal contribution to the final view, which
suppresses the line gaps at the junctions between two patches.
Step 1 can remove the motionless stripes and produce a stitched
SPIM image. However, it fails to suppress the moving stripe.
Therefore, we perform step 2 to further reduce these moving
stripes.
With respect to the efect on acquisition times of the vertical
displacement, it should be pointed out that the acquisition time
of SPIM is related to the mode of data acquisition and sample
movement. Conventional SPIM can be divided into two types:
continuous translation SPIM and intermitent translation SPIM.
In continuous translation SPIM, the sample moves with a con-
stant-velocity translation and images are colected simultane-
ously with the movement. The exposure time per image in
our method is equivalent to that of conventional continuous
translation SPIM since the exposure time is determined mainly
by the brightness of the fluorescent dyes or fluorescent proteins
in the sample. Furthermore, the exposure time determines the
moving speed of the sample to be used in continuous translation
SPIM in order to avoid bluring of the images due to movement.
Therefore, the translation speed and the total acquisition times of
our method are also equivalent with conventional continuous
translation SPIM, the main diference being that our method
has shorter time delays between acquisitions. In intermitent
translation SPIM, the sample moves in a move-stop-move
mode and the image acquisition only happens when the sample
stops. As in the previous case, the exposure time of a single
image in intermitent translation SPIM is given by the brightness
of the sample. In this case, however, significant time is con-
sumed in moving and stabilizing the motors before image
colection, slowing down the data acquisition process and
yielding, on average, equivalent or even higher overal exposure
times, depending on the quality of the motors. In summary,
while testing al three approaches, we found that our method
efectively removed the stripes without significantly increasing
the acquisition time.
4.2 Variational Stationary Noise Remover Method
Once the static stripes are removed using the verticaly scanned
measurements, we implement step 2 based on the VSNR
method.11The VSNR method regards the noise in an image
(e.g., the stripes, Poisson or Gaussian white noise) as stationary
noise and describes them with diferent noise elements. In the
VSNR method, several noise elements are first selected man-
ualy according to the noise type present in the image. Then,
a restoration method based on maximum a posteriori is used
to estimate the noise distributions and efectively remove
them. Details of its implementation can be found in Ref.11.
In step 2 of our approach, we applied VSNR to reduce
the remaining stripes which survived step 1. We choose an
anisotropic Gabor elementψas the stripe noise element.
Note that this filter element wil depend mainly on the ilumi-
nation objective and the magnification of the system, being
equivalent when measurements are taken under similar experi-
mental conditions. Our goal is to find a distributionλof the
stripe distribution. The stripe image is denoted asus¼λ ψ,where * denotes convolution. If we denote the stitched image
in step 1 asuand consider that there are only stripe artifacts
Fig. 3Several frames selected from Video1(AVI, 3.8 MB) [URL:htp:/dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.19.10
.106001.1]. (a) The 250th patch image. (b) The 265th patch image. (c) The 280th patch image.
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left in the stitched image, the total image would beu¼u0þus,whereu0is the image without stripe artifacts. At this point,we perform an interactive optimization process to estimateλ.
Givenψandu, in each loop, we use an updatedλto estimate
us. We then calculateu0and calculate a relative change whencompared with the result from the previous loop. If the relative
change is less than a precision or the number of iterations
exceeds a default number, the loop stops and outputs curent
u0. Otherwise, we updateλand run the next loop. Detailedimplementation of this approach and the selection of the
Gabor element can be found in Ref.11.
Considering our experimental data and the resulting stitched
SPIM image, the orientation of the Gabor element in our case is
horizontal, which the result of the orientation of the stripes. The
width and length of the Gabor element for this particular case
were chosen to be 11 and 201 pixels, respectively. The default
number of iterations was set to 100 and the precision to 0.005.
Figure4shows the Gabor element for the results presented here.
As mentioned previously, each experimental configuration wil
have its own optimal Gabor filter, given by the orientation and
width of the stripe artifacts.
5 Results
The performance of step 1 and step 2 is shown in Fig.5.As
shown in Figs.5(a)and5(b), there are several stripes present
in the colected patch images. As shown in Figs.5(c)and5(d),
most of the motionless stripes are removed and the image qual-
ity is greatly enhanced after step 1. However, there are stil a few
remaining stripes, specificaly those which move synchronously
with the sample and are caused by high absorbing/scatering
regions inside the sample. Step 2 is shown in Figs.5(e)–5(h),
where5(e)and5(f)show the stripe images extracted through
the implementation of the VSNR method in step 2, and5(g)
and5(h)represent the final results. It can be seen that step 2
eliminates the remaining stripes from step 1. In conclusion,
the combination of step 1 and step 2 results in the stripes’sup-
pression and image quality improvement.
The results with and without verticaly scanned SPIM are
shown in Fig.6, where6(a)shows the stitched SPIM images
and6(b)shows the same region making use of the verticaly
scanned method. Figures6(c)and6(e)show two zoomed
images obtained with conventional stitching where the stripes
are clearly visible. In contrast, using the verticaly scanned
approach, the stripe artifacts are greatly reduced [see Figs.6(d)
and6(f)]. The vertical-scanning approach also reduces the noise
[see in Figs.6(g)and6(h)] and provides good detail compared to
images obtained with the conventional stitching of SPIM images
[see Figs.6(i)and6(j)].
In order to further evaluate the performance of our two-step
method, we compared it with the combination of conventional
Fig. 5The results of each step in our method. (a and b) Two raw patch images acquired by our system. (c
and d) The results of step 1. (e and f) The stripe artifacts extracted by step 2. (g and h) The results of
implementing step 2.
Fig. 4The Gabor element used in step 2 for image restoration.
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stitched-SPIM and VSNR. As shown in Figs.7(a)and7(b),
VSNR (as in step 2) failed to eliminate the stripes from the
image obtained by conventional SPIM. In contrast, as shown
in Fig.7(c)verticaly scanned SPIM combined with VSNR
results in a stripe-free image, highlighting the fact that verticaly
scanning the sample prior to VSNR greatly enhances the image
quality.
6 Conclusions
In this study, a verticaly scanned scheme was proposed to
reduce stripes, noise and scatering efects in light sheet micros-
copy images. This approach can be easily applied to a conven-
tional single-side SPIM setup by including a high-resolution
vertical translation stage with a travel range larger than the target
area. The experimental results shown here ilustrate that the
Fig. 7Comparison results between conventional SPIM, conventional SPIM with step 2, and our method
on a serious stripe. (a) The result of conventional SPIM. (b) The result of conventional SPIM with step 2.
(c) The result of our verticaly scanned SPIM.
Fig. 6Comparison results between our method and conventional stitching-SPIM on images from a
mouse colon. (a) Whole organ image with conventional stitched-SPIM method and (b) with our verticaly
scanned SPIM method. (c), (e), (g), and (i) Zoomed images with conventional stitched-SPIM method.
(d), (f), (h), and (j) Zoomed images with the verticaly scanned SPIM method.
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image quality of the conventional SPIM is indeed improved
when using our two-step verticaly scanned method. More-
over, the verticaly scanned light sheet microscopy also
improves the image quality in those cases presenting inhomo-
geneous light sheet ilumination. Note, however, that this
improved image quality also implies that each section imaged
receives a larger amount of laser power and is thus more sus-
ceptible to photobleaching, since while the sample is translated
verticaly the same area is exposed as it traverses the FOV.
However, we believe that the strength of our approach lies in
the fact that our verticaly scanned laser sheet microscopy
presents a way to observe large elongated samples seamlessly
by alowing the enlargement of the FOV in the vertical direction
while simultaneously improving image quality. This increase in
FOV makes our method suitable for bowel imaging, spinal cord
imaging, and general imaging of elongated samples.
Although only two-dimensional results are shown here,
three-dimensional overlapping imaging can be easily imple-
mented by including sample translation in the optical axis as in
conventional SPIM. Furthermore, multiview verticaly scanned
SPIM can also be obtained by combining mSPIM18with the
vertical scan proposed here. We believe that including this
scheme in curent light sheet microscopes wil further increase
their capabilities by imaging elongated samples while simulta-
neously reducing SPIM artifacts.
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